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Deadline and page length

Papers can be submitted for publication to any member of the Editorial
Board.
Submissions to the Secretariate will be also considered. Page length not
limited
It is mandatory that the file correspond precisely to the template
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Instructions

The file must be prepared using LATEX
• Using the template that can be downloaded from the WEB page. The
preamble of the template cannot be changed. In particular:
∗

leonard.Euler@math.heaven.edu Address; Paper written with financial support of. . .
second author address
‡
third author address
†
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Author1 Author2
– “\input” should not appear anywhere in the file. For example
“\input tclatex” is not allowed.
– AMS-TEX commands should be replaced with LATEX commands.
If LATEX does not have the corresponding font, boldface should
be used.
– Personal macros should be removed before mailing the text.
• Figures should be ?.eps files. The names of the figures must be the
same as that of the file, plus a sequential number.
• Submit both a LATEX file and the corresponding .pdf file
• The title should be written in upper case letters.
• Authors must be indicated as in the template: initials and family name
(upper case initials and first letter of the family name, then low case)
• Affiliation and thanks are to be put in the footnote to the first page,
using precisely the procedure in the template. References must be as
in the template.
• The file must not contain LATEX errors. In particular:
– No warning message should appear when running LATEX. Pay
special attention that the warning message “\end appeared inside
a group. . . ” should not show up;
– warning messages concerning cross references, bibliography etc.
should not appear.

Every file is first inspected for the previous rules. Papers that do not
comply will not be considered.
A paper that complies with the previous rules will be refereed.
The authors should pay particular attention to the spelling and general
correctness.
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Submission

The paper must be submitted electronically, both a your-name initials.tex
file and a your-name initials.pdf file. your-name initial is the family
name of the first author and the initial of the name, as pandolfi l.tex, with

The short title
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a number in case of multiple submissions as in the example: andrew l 1.tex,
andrew l 2.tex. Authors of accepted papers will be required that the paper
will not be published elsewhere.
Acknowledgement. Supported by ....
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References

References should be inserted in the body of the paper. Do not use separate
files, or ?.bib files. The style of the references is as in the examples below.
Pay special attention to the punctuation. The style of the references is as
follows:
• a report [1]
• a paper [2]
• a book [3]. You can also use [3, Ch 3, p. 45]
• a paper in the proceedings of a conference [4]
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